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ABSTRACT 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is an emerging manufacturing method by which Computer-

Aided Design (CAD) models are directly made into products and structures. Layers of material, 

such as polymers, metals, ceramics, composites, and rubber, are formed and joined layer by layer 

to construct the product. Since its introduction in the 1980s, the technology has evolved from the 

confines of Rapid Prototyping (RP) to the realm of manufacturing.  Nowadays, with contributions 

from material scientists, software, and hardware engineers, the technology can construct fully 

functional products. AM allows engineers to explore innovative design ideas without the 

restrictions imposed by traditional manufacturing methods. It has been utilized in many industry 

subsectors including aerospace, automotive, machinery, electronics, and medical products. 

However, the cost is an important factor in utilizing this technology. A review of the models for 

calculating cost of products built using AM technology has shown that each of these cost models 

are focused on specific AM systems. The most comprehensive of which does not account for 

several major elements including AM material depreciation, process control, final product testing, 

and the material consumed during construction and post-processing stages. These are critical cost 

elements which have substantial contribution to overall manufacturing cost. A mathematical cost 

model to include all these ignored cost elements has been proposed in this study. Model 

formulation is provided to include all the pre-processing, processing, and post-processing costs. 

For illustration, numerical example from industry is provided with which the developed 

formulation is applied to. The formulation described in this research provides a comprehensive 

cost model that can be applied to all AM systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Rapid Prototyping (PR) is a manufacturing technique that helps building product 

prototypes faster than traditional manufacturing methods. It employs a layer-by-layer 

manufacturing process of an object from a 3D digital model. The physical object is manufactured 

by slicing the 3D digital model into layers and then fabricating it by adding layers of material 

consecutively on a Rapid Prototyping machine. RP is based on Additive Manufacturing (AM), 

rather than the subtractive methods used in traditional manufacturing methods (Jacobs, 2001). 

Hull, the father of 3D printing and co-founder of 3D Systems Inc, introduced the first patent of 3D 

printing in 1986. Deckard introduced the first commercial Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) system 

in 1987. Crump, the co-founder of Stratasys Inc., presented Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 

in 1992 (Gibson et al., 2015).  

Production processes build parts by adding layers gradually. These processes are referred 

to as “3D printing” or” Additive Manufacturing”. The first advantage of using such techniques is 

the freedom of design and allowing the production of complex parts. Another unique benefit is the 

reduction of waste material. Aerospace and automotive industries have been to utilize AM, to 

obtain high performance while reducing weight of products and cost of manufacturing. The full 

potential of design freedom can be realized by making effective use of Topology Optimization 

(TO). It helps in reducing the weight of the structures while keeping the same performance or even 

improving it. As stated, these techniques are referred to as “Additive Manufacturing”, and early 

on were called “3D printing”, and then “Rapid Prototyping”, since they were only able to produce 
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prototypes. AM includes several processes based on the way the 3D printed part is generated and 

the type of material used for constructing the part. 

AM provides logistical advantages too, as parts can be exchanged digitally and 

manufactured near the customers to reduce transportation costs. Another advantage of this 

technology is that AM needs fewer processing steps such as machine, assembly, and inspection as 

compared to traditional manufacturing. Traditional manufacturing produces the part from stock by 

subtracting the material, therefore, scrap and rework are rooted in these processes.  By using AM, 

parts are directly printed on the AM machine, reducing scrap and rework (Thomas D &Gilbert, 

2014). 

By adopting AM, complex geometries and freeform surfaces can be manufactured in a 

single printing job, while generating less material waste and requiring a shorter product 

development cycle compared to traditional manufacturing processes (Yang, 2018). 

The global revenue of AM was estimated to be around $967 million in 2013. Out of this, 

the US contributed around $367 million. It is estimated that the reduction in the manufacturing 

cost of AM to be around 60% in the next five years and 30% in the next ten years. Considering the 

current scenario and future development, AM has enormous potential in various industries (Berger, 

2013). 

According to Esawi and Ashby (2003), cost estimation of a product can be done using 

quantitative models or historical data. Cost estimation helps companies to identify business 

potential, set the product price, perform a break-even analysis, and prepare budgets. Cost 

estimation is beneficial for making decisions regarding changes in product designs and 

manufacturing processes. It is also beneficial in providing customers with an accurate price 

estimate. The cost of product depends on the resources used during production. These include 
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material, machine, labor, and tooling. To estimate product cost, the cost associated with these 

elements should be calculated. 

This research is focused on different cost estimation approaches and cost models that have 

been published between 1986 and 2019 for different AM systems. The following chapter 

represents a review of cost estimation approaches and cost models. Chapter 3 presents the research 

objectives and the proposed methodology for developing a comprehensive cost model that can be 

applied for all seven AM systems, without overlooking any of the cost elements. Detailed cost 

formulation is provided in chapter 4. An illustrative example is also provided in this chapter to 

demonstrate the application of the proposed comprehensive cost model. Chapter 5 will conclude 

the results and provides recommendations for future work in this research area.  
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CHAPTER 2 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Additive Manufacturing technology was first introduced by Hull in 1986. In his patent, 

Hull described the concept of fabricating a 3D object by selectively adding material layer by layer. 

This was the beginning of Stereo Lithography (SL) technology.   

Rapid Prototyping included the application of SL technology for many years. Later, due to 

advancements in Fused Deposition Molding, laser sintering, and the use of new materials, RP 

became a substitute for traditional manufacturing methods like injection molding, Rapid Tooling 

(RT), and Rapid Manufacturing (RM). RP assists in the production of objects with specific 

characteristics, different materials, and quality (Costabilea et al., 2017).  

Additive Manufacturing technology has brought new opportunities for the economy and 

society. It “facilitates high shape and functional complexity” capabilities that were not possible 

with traditional manufacturing (Gibson et al., 2015). However, the cost has been always a major 

issue in constructing end-use parts. 

The following seven Additive Manufacturing processes have been defended by  (ASTM-

F2792−12a, 2012):  

- Binder Jetting process uses liquid bonding agents selectively applied onto thin layers 

of powdered material to build up the parts layer by layer. Typical materials are powder 

plastic, metal, ceramics, glass, and sand for this process. 

- Directed Energy Deposition utilizes thermal energy, typically from a laser or electron 

beam, to melt materials by melting them as they are deposited. 
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- Material Extrusion process uses materials such as metal wire and powder with 

ceramics. In this process, typically a thermoplastic filament is pushed by machines, 

through a nozzle onto a platform that moves in horizontal and vertical directions. 

- Material Jetting most commonly works with materials such as plastics, metal, ceramic 

powders, and sand.  Droplets of material are deposited through a nozzle layer by layer 

to make parts. Common materials of resin, polymers, and waxes are cured with UV 

light and solidified at ambient temperatures.  

- Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) utilizes thermal energy from a laser or electron beam to 

selectively fuse powder in a powder bed. Plastics, metal, ceramic powders, and sand 

are usually used in this process.  

- Sheet Lamination uses paper, plastic sheets, and metal foils. Sheets of material are 

stacked and laminated together to form an object.  

- Vat Photopolymerization machines selectively cure a liquid photopolymer in a vat 

through light. The common material that is used in this process is resin. 

Although there are various types of Additive Manufacturing processes, they all include 

similar steps shown in Figure 1. These steps start with designing a CAD model, converting the 

CAD model into STL format, transfer the STL file to AM machine, machine setup, manufacturing 

the part layer by layer, removing support structures and cleaning, post-processing, and the end 

application (Gibson et al., 2015). Additive Manufacturing technology has various advantages such 

as freedom of design and geometry. It needs less assembly and spare parts in store, reduced time 

to market for the product, and no tooling. AM also offers customization for end-use (Zah & 

Hagemann, 2006; Hapkinson et al., 2006; Gibson et al., 2010 as cited in Lindemann et al., 2012). 

Also, Ingole et al., (2009) pointed out other benefits of AM such as automated building processes 
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and removal of the scrap and planning processes. According to Atzeni and Salmi (2012), the 

economic gains owing to efficiency and improvements in design, testing and manufacturing could 

be more than the benefits from the avoidance of investment in tooling. 

 

 

Figure 1. Generic process of CAD to part, showing all eight stages (Gibson et al., 2015) 

 

Horn and Harrysson (2012) suggest that one of the most significant advantages of Additive 

Manufacturing is that it helps eliminating the need for the tooling and long lead times required to 

manufacture a part. Taking this concept one step further, Additive Manufacturing allows pushing 

the manufacturing step downstream closer and closer to the consumer, allowing products, or 

families of products, to be manufactured to meet individual consumers’ demand. The study stated  

that in aerospace industry, AM has the high potential to reduce weight compare to using traditional 

methods in many aerospace components. This ratio can be as significant as 20:1. Another 

advantage of AM is the direct integration of components such as pumps, fluid passages, and pistons 

into lightweight mesh structures. The direct integration of such components notably reduces 

overall weight, fabrication time, material waste, and material costs. 
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The first applications of AM were in the area of Rapid Prototyping and then tooling. These 

application areas continue to be used for direct manufacturing. AM is an ideal technology for other 

specific industries such as aerospace. Aerospace industries that need to produce a small number of 

highly complex parts, are already fully aware of their potential and are investing in research to 

improve their reliability and applicability (Guo and Leu, 2013; Lyons, 2012). 

AM started developing from a Rapid Prototyping technology toward a fully-fledged 

manufacturing process, offering potentialities for functional part production. Computer Science 

Corporation (CSC 2012) has provided an overview of current and future applications of the 

technology in industries, as shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Current and future application domains of AM Computer Science Corporation (CSC, 

2012) 
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According to Gebler et al. (2014), AM offers design freedom and allowed for redesigning 

products and components. AM technology allows for reducing cost, time, and quality issues 

resulting from the need to assemble different materials. Assembly cost is minimized or even 

eliminated through part stabilization. Due to short cycle time of design to build nature of AM, it 

enables manufacturers to optimize the strength to weight ratio of their products. Using AM 

lightweight components will reduce energy consumption and could bring savings of $56-219 

billion by 2025. 

According to Sandstrom (2015), highly personalized one-off products make AM an ideal 

technology for the medical sector. For instance, in-ear hearing aids are mostly manufactured by 

AM technology. Chen et al. (2015) proposed that AM technology could have health benefits when 

compared to traditional manufacturing techniques. Additive Manufacturing allows workers to 

avoid long-term exposure to harsh and potentially dangerous work environments. 

Owen et al. (2015) quantified the advantages of AM ability, in terms of mass savings, to 

inform technology development investment decisions. They examined the spares logistics 

requirements for a notional multi-decade Mars exploration campaign for cases using traditional 

spares and two notional levels of AM capability, as well as the option to produce raw material in-

situ, finds that even small AM capability can decrease Environmental Control and Life Support 

(ECLS) spares logistics mass by 2.87t throughout the mission campaign. A higher level of AM 

capability provides a reduction of 5.71t. When feedstock is produced in-situ the logistics mass 

reduction can be as high as 5.21t and 9.80t for the low- and high-capability cases, respectively. 

The layer-based additive nature of AM leads to unique capabilities. The first capability is 

“shape complexity”, allowing building near net shape and internal channels, which are not possible 

with traditional manufacturing techniques. The second unique feature is the “hierarchical 
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complexity” characteristic focusing on how a part can be designed with complex shapes across 

multiple size scales. This feature allows changes to the internal structure and builds strength parts 

like honeycombs, foams, or lattices with low weight.  The third capability of AM is the “functional 

complexity” characteristic that helps the manufacturer build piece- parts as one part. The last 

unique capability of AM is the “material complexity” property that can be processed as a single 

material, or as a combined material in one layer (Gibson et al., 2015) 

Ford and Despeisse (2016) provided a list of advantages and challenges of Additive 

Manufacturing technology regarding both the traditional or current methods and their 

development, shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Advantages and challenges of Additive Manufacturing (Ford & Despeisse, 2016) 

 
 

According to Thomas (2016), because Additive Manufacturing can build a whole assembly 

in one build, it decreases some of the transportation and inventory costs, resulting in impacts 

throughout the supply chain.  

Baumers et al. (2016) also examined advantages and limitations associated with using the 

technology. These advantages and limitations have economic effects on the companies that are 

using AM. Advantages and limitations resulting from AM can be value-enhancing or cost-
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increasing. They provided a summary of the economic effects that may result from the advantages 

and limitations of AM technology, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2.Generic advantages and limitations associated with AM (Baumers et al., 2016) 

 

 

Additive Manufacturing enables manufacturers to build complex geometries. This unique 

ability brings durable goods and creates more economically valuable services over the products’ 

useful lives. The ability to build small quantities of products without tooling.  brings the benefits 

of mass customization for individual applications or users.  

The limitation of building materials has led to the use of non-standard materials. Slow 

process speed increased indirect time-dependent costs and the poor surface finish increased post-

processing steps that require more time and labor work (Baumers et al., 2016).  

According to Attarian (2017), AM opens new opportunities for companies that are looking 

for manufacturing efficiency. AM allows a reduction in the supply chain cost. He proposed five 

key benefits of AM including cost, speed, quality, innovation/transformation, and impact as shown 

in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Five key benefits of AM over traditional manufacturing (Attarian, 2017) 

 

Attarian (2017), suggests that AM technology allows to reduce repair times, reduce labor cost and 

cost of warehousing. Elimination of tooling, having the opportunity to modify repaired 

components to the latest design, and mass customization at low cost are the other benefits of AM. 

The study also summarized the advantages of Additive Manufacturing technology over 

conventional manufacturing in different areas of application, as shown in Table 3. Attarian (2017), 

also provided a summary of the advantages of applications of Additive Manufacturing in various 

industries such as aerospace, automotive, machine tooling, healthcare, Architectural, apparel, and 

food. as shown in Table 4.  

On the other hand, according to Hopkinson and Dickens, (2003), AM technology has its 

disadvantages as well. For example, using AM could have the high cost associated with machine, 

maintenance, and material. Lack of accuracy, details, low quality of surface finish, and limitation 

in selection of material are other shortages of AM technology. The need for building a support 

structure can lead to rework in AM. Dependency of building time on the size of the part in the 

building chamber are other disadvantages of AM technology. (Lindemann et al., 2012 as cited in 

Costabilea et al., 2017). 
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Table 3. Advantages of AM (Attarian, 2017) 

 

According to Thomas (2016), there are several models used to calculate the cost of 

production with AM technology. These models consider both “well-structured costs” such as 

labor, material, and machine, and” ill-structured costs” like build defects, machine setup, and 

inventory. However, notable profits and cost savings may be unseen in the ill-structured costs in 

AM method. Therefore, to calculate the real cost of manufacturing with AM technology, the cost 

element with the Lean manufacturing aspect should be considered. These elements which 

increase cost and waste include overproduction, transportation, rework, over-processing, motion, 

inventory, and waiting. 
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Table 4. Industries benefiting from Additive Manufacturing (Attarian, 2017) 

 
 

2.1 Cost Estimation Techniques and Classifications 

Good cost estimation has a relationship with a firm’s performance and effectiveness, 

because overestimation causes loss of business and goodwill in the market. On the other hand, 

underestimation may bring financial losses for companies (Niazi et al., 2006). 
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To identify which types of costs to include, and hence to define the scope of cost analysis, 

it is further helpful to categorize costs by type. To analyze the costs of advanced manufacturing 

technologies, a classification relating to productivity, quality, and flexibility has emerged. 

Moreover, when investigating costs in complex systems, it is beneficial to recognize the difference 

between well-structured costs and ill-structured costs (Son 1991). Well-structured costs are costs 

that are sufficiently well understood by accountants, for example, the costs of raw materials. 

However ill-structured costs are costs that are not well understood due to limitations in knowledge 

or data or lacking accounting practice. The relationship between these categories of costs with 

examples is shown in Figure 4.  

 
 

Figure 4. Types of costs found in product cost estimation (Adapted from Son 1991) 

 

According to Zhang et al. (1996), product cost estimation techniques can be classified into 

five categories.  
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1. Traditional detailed-breakdown cost estimation: the total product cost is all the 

material, manufacturing, labor, and overhead cost incurred during the production of the 

product.  

2. Simplified-breakdown cost estimation: it is mainly used for cost estimation in the early 

design step when a process plan is not available.  

3. Group technology (GT)-based: it uses a basic cost value while considering the effects 

of variable cost elements such as size and complexity of the product.  

4. Regression-based: it attempts to find the relationships of the costs and product 

characteristics such as size and material.  

5. Activity-Based Cost (ABC): It is used for accumulating product costs by identifying 

all cost drivers related to the activities that are required to produce the product.  

The another cost estimation classification has been provided by Ben-Arieh and Qian  

(2003). They considered the following categories: 

1. Intuitive: In this technique, product cost is estimated based on past company 

experience and data. 

2. Analogical: This technique estimates the cost of products using similarity criteria to 

other products with a known cost 

3. Parametric: This technique estimates the costs of a product from parameters that are 

usually applied by the designers 

4. Analytical: techniques such as Activity Based Costing allow evaluation of the cost of 

a product based on the production activities 

Cavalieri et al. (2004) divided the product cost estimation into three quantitative 

techniques. The first is the analogy-based technique. This technique is based on the similarity 
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between the new product and a past product produced by the firm. The second quantitative 

technique is the parametric technique. This technique involves an analytical function of a set of 

variables such as performances, morphological characteristics, and type of materials that are used. 

These analytical functions are usually called Cost Estimation Relationships (CER). The last 

approach is the engineering technique. In this technique, estimation is based on the detailed 

analysis of the manufacturing process and of the features of the product. The estimated cost of the 

product is calculated based on the value of the resources used in each stage of the production 

process such as raw materials, components, labor, equipment.  As a result, the engineering 

technique can be used only when all the features of the production process and the product are 

defined. 

Niazi et al. (2006) categorized the product cost estimation techniques into qualitative and 

quantitative. Qualitative techniques are primarily based on a comparison of a new product with the 

previous products that have been manufactured to find the similarities in the new product. 

Quantitative techniques rely on a detailed analysis of manufacturing processes. Qualitative 

techniques are divided into intuitive and analogical techniques. Quantitative techniques can further 

be subdivided into parametric and analytical, as shown in Figure 5.   

 

Figure 5. Initial classification of the product cost estimation techniques (Niazi et al., 2006) 
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Intuitive technique is made by the experience of an estimator who is familiar with the 

manufacturing tasks. Analogical technique is based on comparing the past historical data with the 

existing description. Parametric technique involves collecting and organizing historical data using 

statistical techniques that relate to different cost factors. The last one is the analytical technique. 

Lastly, analytical method is based upon mathematical techniques that relate to how to manufacture 

the part into unit decomposition, based on their operations or activities.  Niazi et al. (2006) also 

divided the analytical techniques into the following categories: 

1. Operation based approach that allows estimating the manufacturing cost with 

computing and summation of the cost elements that are associated with the time of 

building operations, nonproductive time, and setup times.  

2. Breakdown approach that is calculated by summing all the costs incurred during the 

manufacturing process such as material costs and overhead.  

3. Activity Based Costing system. This approach allows the calculation of costs incurred 

on different activates to produce a product.   

According to Smart et al. (2007), process-based cost modeling is a cost estimation 

technique that has the potential to improve the parametric cost estimate techniques. Process-based 

modeling focuses on the “how” of cost by relating cost drivers to the individual processes involved 

in the design, development, test, and production of a program. Process-based modeling has its 

roots in activity-based modeling, which is a bottom-up approach to cost modeling that is typically 

applied to the estimation of production costs. 

Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) is another approach to estimating the strengths and 

weaknesses of options used to determine the best approach to achieve benefits. CBA has two main 

applications. First, to determine if an investment or decision is sound and ascertaining if – and by 
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how much – its benefits outweigh its costs. Second, to provide a basis for comparing investments 

or decisions, comparing the total expected cost of each option with its total expected benefits 

(Rodreck et al., 2013). 

Hueber et al., (2016) categorized the product cost estimation techniques into three main 

categories including analogous, parametric, and bottom-up cost estimation, as shown in Figure 6. 

Analogous costing technique is characterized by adjusting the cost of a similar product relative to 

the differences between it and the target product. Parametric cost estimation or Cost Estimation 

Relationships are mathematical relations between cost of a product and variables such as weight 

and size. In bottom-up estimations, all production steps are added up to calculate the products final 

costs. This estimation needs a deep understanding of the process, and their interactions. 

 

 

Figure 6. Classification of cost estimation models (Hueber et al., 2016) 

 

According to Baumers and Tuck (2019), analyses of production costs are performed for 

two reasons of cost estimation and cost modeling. The difference between these reasons lies in 

their goals. Cost estimation aims to yield insight into the absolute cost performance within a 
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manufacturing approach and is evaluated based on accuracy and consistency. However, cost 

models are designed to show cost relationships. Therefore, not only they produce valid cost 

estimates but also reflect the relationships between different perspectives. For this reason, cost 

models are judged on their ability to capture important perspectives in a proper way as well as on 

the accuracy and consistency of their results. 

According to Kadir et al. (2020), cost estimation techniques are classified based on several 

perspectives depending on the purpose of the cost utilization. There assume three main 

perspectives for the cost classifications including finance and accounting perspective, 

manufacturing perspective, and management perspective. Figure 7 describes these different 

perspectives and classification.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Different perspectives of cost classification (Kadir et al, 2020) 

 

 Each of these perspectives employs different classification techniques; method-based, 

task-based, and level-based, respectively. Finance and accounting perspectives are determined as 

qualitative or quantitative. This classification is denominated by the method-based technique. 
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Qualitative cost techniques are divided into intuitive and analogical methods. Quantitative cost 

models are categorized into parametric and analytical techniques. Task-based classification 

techniques are used for manufacturing perspectives, which can further be classified either into 

design-oriented or process-oriented cost models. Design-oriented includes before production steps 

such as part design, process planning, and redesign. The process-oriented process is mainly related 

to the production phase. Direct costs such as material, labor, machine, and energy and indirect 

costs such as administrative and secondary operations costs are considered in the manufacturing 

perspective. Lastly, in level-based, often, economic and management perspectives are used to 

classify cost techniques. This perspective is divided into either process-level or system-level. 

Process level covers the production costs or total costs, on the other hand, system-level focuses on 

costs for the services, supply chain, and product life cycle costs. 

2.2 Cost Models 

Alexander et al. (1998) proposed a generic cost model that could be applied to a broad 

range of AM systems. They used the Activity Based Cost estimation approach. They divided the 

total costs into three main steps of pre-processing, processing, and post-processing. In the pre-

processing step, an operator is paid based on the time he or she spends to select the layer thickness, 

build orientation, build the support structures, setup, and load the materials were considered. In 

processing step, the cost of running the machine and the volume of the material used to construct 

the parts and its support structure were considered. The cost of removing, surface finishing, and 

operator costs have been allocated to post-processing step.  

Xu et al. (2001) utilized the analytical cost estimation approach in developing their cost 

model. They divided the total cost into pre-processing, processing, and post-processing costs. They 

also included software and labor to be two major costs during pre-processing. Processing costs 
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included material, machine, machine power consumption, machine maintenance, and operation 

overhead. For post-processing costs, they considered labor, energy, and overhead costs for 

cleaning, curing, and finishing the part.   

Hopkinson and Dicknes (2003) proposed a cost model for AM systems. They used a break-

down estimation approach to compare manufacturing cost via three AM systems 

(Stereolithography (SLA), FDM, and SLS) to the traditional methods such as injection molding 

manufacturing cost. They divided the total cost into three direct costs. Machine cost, labor cost, 

and material cost. However, they did not account for power consumption, space rental, and 

overhead costs. The model was utilized for the analysis of Rapid Prototyping costs, and its 

hypothesis of large-scale production.  

Ruffo et al. (2006) used ABC approach to breakdown the total cost into different activities 

to calculate the cost per unit of the product. This approach covers all costs of production, 

administration, and overhead. Activity costs are divided into direct and indirect costs. Material 

cost was the only cost element that was considered as a direct cost. Labor, machine, production 

overhead, maintenance, and administration overhead, software and hardware costs are considered 

as indirect costs.  

Ingole et al. (2009) developed a cost-benefit model that identifies both the costs incurred 

and the benefits gained. The model can be used to determine the economic strengths and 

weaknesses of manufacturing alternatives. They included machine, material, operator, pre-

processing, and post-processing costs as key costelements in their model. They pointed out the 

savings resulting from the elimination of planning steps required for machine operations and 

tooling. The elimination of machine setup time and assembly operations has a beneficial impact 

on the process lead-time.  
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Gibson et al. (2010) utilized the ABC cost estimation approach in their cost model. They 

categorized the costs of Additive Manufacturing into four main categories including machine cost, 

operation cost, material cost, and labor cost. The sum of these cost elements indicates the total 

costs. They concluded that the manufacturing costs are mainly depending on the time required fo 

printing. 

Baumers et al. (2012) developed their cost model by using the ABC estimation approach. 

They considered raw volume of material that has been used for both part and support structure as 

a direct cost. They added energy cost as a direct cost for the first time. Operating machine cost is 

considered to be an indirect cost that is a function of the build time.  

Lindemann et al. (2012) suggested a ‘time driven’ ABC estimation approach where the 

cost of manufacturing is calculated based on the duration of each activity. They considered four 

main cost centers which are building job preparation, building job production, removing the 

support structure, and post-processing activities to increase material quality. They assumed the 

build preparation step to consist of all processes from preparing CAD data, placement of the object 

in the building chamber, and creating the support structures for the main part. For building cost, 

they considered fixed costs plus the machine hourly rate multiplied by the build time. Manual 

processing steps include support structure removal, polishing, and quality control. To calculate the 

cost of manual processing steps, the labor cost per hour were multiplied by the required time. They 

concluded that the prime contributor to cost was machine cost followed by material cost.  

Yim and Rosen (2012) presented a cost model with four sub costs elements including 

machine purchase cost, machine operation cost, material cost, and labor cost. They developed 

their cost model using a breakdown cost estimation approach. The operation cost is considered a 

function of build time. Material cost is estimated based on the material volume of part and 
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support structures and the rate of material. Labor cost includes the cost of manual work during 

preprocessing and post processing steps. It is calculated as a product of labor rate and labor’s 

work time. Operation cost is determined by multiplying operation rate and build time. The total 

build time is calculated by adding of three major contributions: recoating time, material 

processing time, and delay time.  

Atzeni and Salmi (2012) developed a cost model for AM technology. They used a 

breakdown cost estimation approach for their cost model. This cost model is divided into material 

cost, pre-processing cost, processing cost, and post-processing cost. Material cost was determined 

by multiplying the volume of the product by the unit cost of the material. The pre-processing cost 

is calculated by multiplying setup time and operator rate. Processing cost was estimated by 

determining machine cost and the number of parts that are built per build. The operator rate and 

cost of heat treatment were considered for estimating post-processing costs. 

Rickenbacker et al. (2013) developed their cost model based on a process-based cost 

estimation approach. Their cost model estimated the total cost per part with different sizes, 

multiple geometries, and quantities in the same build job simultaneously. They used an algorithm 

to calculate the time fraction for each part in the build job. They also considered pre-processing 

and post-processing steps in their model. In this model, labor cost is considered to be based on an 

hourly rate for each build process. The total cost for one part is the sum of seven processes 

including the cost for preparing geometry data (part orientation, creating support structures, etc.), 

the cost for building job assemblies such as the operator’s hourly rate of the workstation including 

costs of required software, and tools. Machine set up costs, building cost, cost of removing the part 

from SLM machine, cost of separating the parts from the substrate plate with wire Electrical 

Discharge Machine (EDM), are examples of and post-processing costs.  
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Schröder et al. (2015) developed a time driven ABC business model, which applies to 

different AM systems, such as FDM, SLA, SLS, and Electron Beam Melting (EBM). To apply 

their proposed model following requirements should be met:  

1. Incorporation of recycling and waste of material, support structures, modern quality 

management methods for control of the product and process quality. 

2. Estimation of the printing time and max number of products that printing at the same 

time. 

3. Level of product complication  

4. Time required for completing post-processing. 

Schröder et al. (2015) identified seven main process steps to obtain the total cost. These 

processes include design and planning, material processing, machine preparation, manufacturing, 

post-processing, administration and sales, and quality. 

Barclift et al. (2016) proposed a cost model for the Powder Bed Fusion process using ABC 

approach. In their model they accounted for the depreciation of the metal powder. Before this cost 

model, powder or feedstock costs always was considered as fixed material costs.  Barclift et al. 

used the Sum-of-the-Years approach for the depreciation of the powder. They did a case study for 

two parts built with Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) processes. Their results indicated that 

cost models applying a fixed material cost can undervalue built parts with a high-value virgin 

powder by as much as 3-11% or 13-75% depending on the material and its maximum build cycles 

in the PBF. 

Fera et al. (2017) proposed a process-based cost model that included all steps of production. 

The total cost accounted for three main steps. Pre-processing, processing, and post-processing. 

They proposed this model to measure the costs of AM systems for related technologies such as 
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Stereolithography (SLA), Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), and EBM when they are integrated into 

a general production process. The integration of AM on the shop floor is modeled by the 

introduction Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) index, which allowed this evaluation to be 

more connected to real production systems.    

Mahadik and Masel (2018) believed that the cost of a part built with an AM system is 

directly related to resources that are used in the manufacturing of the object. They considered 

material, machine, labor, and tooling as resources for AM. To estimate the product cost, the cost 

of these resources was estimated. Mahadik and Masel (2018) implemented the Additive 

Manufacturing Cost Estimation Tool (AMCET) which uses a breakdown cost estimation approach. 

Their study shows that time estimation is a crucial part since the cost is heavily related to the time 

of manufacturing. Therefore, to estimate the total cost based on their model, it is required to 

measure the time needed for printing a single layer, which includes the duration of the time for the 

movement of the printer ahead, deposition of material, the fusion of the material for forming a 

layer, and the time to lower the platform after preparing a layer. They also examined five levels 

for estimating the total cost for four cost components. The first level shows the initial user inputs, 

like basic information that is collected from the user to enter in the AMCET to create the total cost. 

These primary user inputs are classified into machine, material, labor, and post-processing to 

organize the inputs. The second level indicates additional user information, which helps to 

determine the details of each primary input. For example, for machines that are primary user inputs, 

AMCET needs more information about machine speed, machine life, and a fixed rate of the 

machine. The third level included cost-component elements which are computed from primary and 

secondary. For example, the material consumption that is mass of material consumed is calculated 

by multiplying part volume by the material density. Level four included the sub-component cost 
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estimates computed based on the cost-component elements of level three. For instance, part 

material cost is estimated by multiplying the material volume and the actual cost of material per 

unit. Level five is the component cost estimate created by the addition of sub-component cost 

estimates. Finally, all component cost estimates are integrated to calculate the total cost estimation. 

Yang and Li (2018) adopted ABC estimation approach for their cost model. Their model 

consists of costs for three processes. The first process is pre-processing step when machine 

operator controls the software and machine set-up. The second process, which is processing, 

happens when the object is being printed layer by layer in the AM system. During post-processing, 

which is the final process int this model, machine operator retrieves printed parts and cleans the 

AM system for the next production batch. According to Yang and Li (2018), to estimate the per 

part unit cost for mixed geometries in the batch, it is required to put the parts in order, then identify 

different unit costs. A sorting algorithm has considered various levels of part height, volume, and 

complexity. The total cost for the mixed batch equals the total number of various levels of height 

in the mixed batch, a total number of various levels of volume for height, and the total number of 

different complexity levels for height volume. Energy consumption cost is determined by the 

maximum height of the geometries in the production batch and with specific layer thickness. The 

labor cost is only related to activities before and after production. Operator sets up the AM system 

and the control software during the pre-processing and post-processing activities when the 

production is finished. Material cost includes two sources of part material and support structure 

material cost. This model also considered cost of machine depreciation, maintenance, and the 

administration as part the overhead cost. They interdicted a cost model that investigates the cost 

performance for mixed geometries. According to the sensitivity analysis results, the material price 

and the initial investment are identified as the main variable cost.  
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Ulu et al. (2019) proposed a model for estimating the cost of Additive Manufacturing 

systems that use metal material. They developed their cost model based on a process-based cost 

estimation approach. They included material, labor, energy, and machine costs as major 

contributing factors in their cost model.  They showed that through concurrent process variables 

more cost-effective results are expected with a similar amount of material through a combination 

of building high-stress areas with lower power values to get larger yield strength and increasing 

the power elsewhere to decrease the number of passes and the build time. Their proposed model 

did not consider overhead costs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. PROPOSED RESEARCH 

3.1 Research Gap 

The literature review presented in chapter 2 identified seventeen cost models published 

between 1998 and 2019. These models considered different elements in estimating cost of 

constructing parts using AM systems. Table 5 represents a summary of these models, the cost 

elements considered, and the cost estimation techniques utilized. To facilitate the comparison 

between the cited models, the cost elements were grouped under the three main stages followed in 

all AM systems, namely, pre-processing, processing, and post-processing stages. The last column 

in Table 5 indicates the specific AM systems referenced in developing each model.  

An examination of Table 5 indicates that none of the cited models account for all the cost 

elements. Research efforts are needed to develop a comprehensive model for estimating the cost 

of utilizing any standard AM systems.   

3.2 Objectives 

The main objective of this research is to propose a comprehensive cost model that can be 

applied to all seven AM systems. The model will be developed by utilizing the Activity Based 

Costing approach. This will allow for a realistic allocation of the overhead cost to each of the three 

processing stages. The model proposed by Baumers et al. (2012) has the most cost elements, but 

there are several missing elements in each their model.  

.
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Table 5. Summary of cited cost models 

Labor Overhead Material Machine Labor Energy
Process 

Control 
Overhead Material Machine Labor Energy testing  Overhead

1 1998 A lexander et al Activity Based Costing (ABC)                                                                   √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √  SLA , FD M  

2 2001 X u et al Operation √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √  SLA , SLS,FD M  and 

LO M

3 2003
 H opkinson &  

D icknes 
Break-Down √ √ √ √ √ √  SLA , FD M , SLS

4 2006 Ruffo et al M odel Activity Based Costing (ABC)                                                                   √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ SLS

5 2009  Ingole et al Cost-Benefit √ √ √ √ FD M

6 2010 G ibson et al Activity Based Costing (ABC)                                                                   √ √ √ √ √ FD M

7 2012 Baum ers et al
Activity Based Costing 

(ABC)                                                                   √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ D M LS

8 2012 Lindem ann et al Activity Based Costing (ABC)                                                                   √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ M etal A dditive 

M anufacturing (M A M )

9 2012 Yim  and Rosen Break-Down √ √ √ √ M PP

10 2012 A tzeni Break-Down √ √ √ √ SLS

11 2013
 Rickenbacher et 

al.
Process-Based √ √ √ √ √ SLM

12 2015 Schroder et al Activity Based Costing (ABC)                                                                   √ √ √ √ √ FD M , SLA ,

SLS and EBM .

13 2016 Barclift  et al 
Activity Based Costing 

(ABC)                                                                   √ √ √ √ √ PBF

14 2017 Fera et al. Process-Based √ √ √ √ √ √ M etal A dditive 

M anufacturing (M A M )

15 2018  M ahadik &  M asel Break-Down √ √ √ √ √ FD M

16 2018  Yang, Lin Li Activity Based Costing (ABC)                                                                   √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ M IP, SLA

17 2019 U lu Process-Based √ √ √ √ √ M etal A dditive 

M anufacturing (M A M )

Post-Processing
AM process

Pre-processing
` Year Authors'

 Cost 

Estimation 

Technique

Processing
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The mathematical cost model proposed in this thesis research addresses four missing cost 

elements including process control, and material depreciation in the processing step, and material 

and testing cost elements in the post-processing step. By adding these four elements, a 

comprehensive and inclusive cost model can be achieved.   

3.3 Methodology 

According to Kadir et al. (2020), cost estimation approaches can be classified based on 

three major perspectives of finance, manufacturing, and management. Each of these perspectives 

utilizes different techniques which are method-based, task-based, and level-based. The task-based 

technique includes design-oriented and process-oriented costing. The main emphasis of the 

process-oriented costing is on production phase as it accounts for direct costs such as material, 

labor, and energy, and indirect costs such as administrative costs. Based on these classifications, 

all the seventeen cost models cited in Table 5 represent the “manufacturing perspective” and utilize 

the “task-based” technique. Eight of the seventeen cost models utilized the Activity-Based 

Costing. Whereas four of the models utilized a breakdown approach. The proposed model includes 

the following three activities. 

3.3.1 Pre-processing Costs 

This activity accounts for the cost of labor, machine setup, and overhead. The labor cost 

includes cost of converting a CAD file into the STL file, selecting part orientation, creating the 

support structures, and transferring the STL file to the AM system. Machine setup costs will 

account for both the labor and machine time required to add material and warm-up or cool down 

the machine. Overhead expenses include administrative and production costs. These are 
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considered to be indirect costs which account for building rental, utilities, external legal and audit 

fees, license fees, and depreciation of assets and equipment. 

3.3.2 Processing Costs 

Cost occurring during processing represent the majority costs in AM systems and include 

material, machine, labor, energy, process control, and overhead costs. Material cost includes direct 

material, support structures, and material depreciation costs. Machine cost includes processing 

costs, depreciation, and maintenance costs. The cost to monitor machine performance during the 

build process is also be included. Overhead cost includes production and administrative costs. 

3.3.3 Post-processing Costs 

These costs are typically incurred to bring the part to its final form. Depending on customer 

requirements, post-processing may require removing, cleaning, curing, assembling, and finishing 

operations. Some of these tasks are simple manual operations, while others may require special 

machines and operators with specific skill set.  As such, post-processing costs will include 

material, labor, machine, energy, overhead, and testing costs. Material cost accounts for all extra 

materials used after constructing the part such as chemical solutions used to clean the part or 

dissolve the support structure or materials used to infiltrate the part to increase its density or 

strength. Machine cost accounts for the machines and equipment utilized, such as curing apparatus, 

heat treatment, and infiltration equipment, CNC, or wire Electrical Discharge Machine. Labor cost 

accounts for all post-processing operations that should be done by an operator. Testing cost is the 

cost of all inspection activities aimed at evaluating the quality of the final product. These may 

include but are not limited to inspecting dimensional accuracy, mechanical properties, and surface 

finish. Energy costs accounts for all energy consumed during infiltration, sintering, or machining. 

Lastly, overhead cost includes costs occurring due to administrative and production requirement. 
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The mathematical formulation of the various pre-processing, processing, and post-

processing costs shall be provided in detail in the next chapter, along with a numerical example 

from industry for illustration. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. COST MODEL FORMULATION 

4.1 Total Cost Model Calculations 

The cost model is formulated to consider all three activities of the AM process and their 

elements. Equation (1) is used to calculate the total cost per part. Since some AM systems may 

construct several parts (N) in a single build, the total cost per part (Total cost) is expressed as:  

Total Cost = (1/N) * (Cperp + Cprocessing + Cpost)                                      (1) 

where: 

CPerp = Cost of pre-processing activities ($) 

Cprocessing = Cost of processing activities ($) 

CPost = Cost of post-processing activities ($) 

The total cost of the build is the sum of costs in three categories or activities. However, to 

calculate the cost of each of these activities, individual elements should be examined. Figure 8 

shows these three main activities including pre-processing, processing, and post-processing. For 

each activity, the related cost elements have been shown as well. Labor and overhead costs are 

classified in the pre-processing activities. Material, machine, labor, energy, processing control cost 

during printing the part, and overhead cost elements are classified in the processing activities.  The 

cost elements in the third activity, post-processing, include material, machine, labor, energy, 

testing, and overhead costs.  The costs associated with each activity are individually modeled and 

discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 8. Three main activities and the related cost elements 

 

4.2 Pre-processing Cost Calculations 

Pre-processing is the first activity in AM. This activity involves all preparation work that 

is necessary before building. Costs occurring in this activity include labor, and overhead. Equation 

(2) shows the calculation of pre-processing cost. 

CPrep = CL1 + COH1                                                              (2) 

where:   

CPrep = Costs for pre-processing activity ($) 

CL1 = Labor cost ($) 

COH1 = Overhead cost ($)  

During pre-processing, an operator is required to complete several tasks. To start the pre-

processing activity, the operator needs a CAD file. This file is assumed to be error-free, and then 

operator needs to convert this CAD file into an STL file, adjust the build orientation, create support 

structures, slice the build, and select layer thickness. After the file is prepared, the file is transferred 

to the AM system to start printing. Equation (3) shows the calculation of the labor cost. 
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                                    CL1 = O1 ∗ Tprep                                                                                             (3) 

where:   

CL1 = Pre-processing labor cost ($)  

O1 = Operator cost rate ($/h) 

Tprep= Time required to prepare the build (h) 

 

Next cost element in the pre-processing activity is the overhead. Overhead is the expense 

that cannot be directly traced or identified in any particular unit, unlike manufacturing expenses 

such as raw material and labor. Therefore, overhead cannot be directly associated with the 

products. There are administrative overhead and manufacturing overhead costs. Administrative 

overhead cost includes those costs which are not involved in the production of products, such as 

the building rent and maintenance, depreciation, utilities, external legal and audit fees, and 

licensing fees. These are essentially all overhead costs that are not included in manufacturing 

overhead. Manufacturing overhead is all of the costs that a factory incurs, other than direct costs 

such as direct labor, direct materials.  

Overhead costs need to be assigned based on the duration of pre-processing. Everything 

that is called indirect cost such as administration, light, rent, etc., should also be assigned 

proportionally to pre-processing time. The overall cost is calculated based on the overhead cost 

rate and the pre-processing time. Equation (4) shows the calculation of this cost element. 

                                     COH1 = H1 * TPrep                                                                                                          (4) 

where:   

COH1 = Overhead cost ($) 

H1 = Overhead cost rate ($/h) 

TPrep = Time required to prepare the build (h) 

https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/what-is-administrative-overhead.html
https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/what-is-manufacturing-overhead.html
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4.3 Processing Cost Calculations 

After all preparation activities are completed, the second activity, which is processing 

can begin. In this activity, the AM system starts to building the part. Cost occurring this activity 

include material, machine, labor, energy, process control, and overhead costs. Equation (5) 

shows the calculation of the processing cost. 

   Cprocessing = CMat + CMach + CL2 + CE + CPC + COH2                                                      (5) 

where:    

Cprocessing = Costs for processing activity ($) 

CMat = Cost of material required for the build ($) 

CMach = Machine cost ($) 

CL2 = Labor cost ($)  

CE = Cost of energy consumed by the AM system ($) 

CPC = Processing control cost ($) 

COH2 = Overhead cost ($) 

 

Material cost in this activity is not the same for different AM systems. Some AM systems 

utilize the same material to print the part and the support structures and some use different 

materials. However, in some AM systems such as PBF, no support structure is required. The 

only material used in this type of AM system is the build material. The material cost of the part 

and support structure are calculated as the product of the weight of the material used and its cost 

rate. Equation (6) shows the calculation of material cost when the AM system is using different 

materials for the build and support. 

                      CMat = (W1 ∗ CM1) + (W2 ∗ CM2)                                                (6) 

where:   

CMat = Cost of material required for the build ($) 

W1 = Weight of material used for the build (kg) 

            CM1 = Build material cost rate ($/kg) 

W2 = Weight of material used for the support structure (kg) 
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 CM2 = Support structure material cost rate ($/kg)  

 

Equation (7) shows the calculation of material cost when the system is using the same 

material for both the build and support. In this case, the cost rate of the material (CM) is the same 

for build and support structure, 

                                     CMat = (W1 + W2) ∗ CM1                                                                             (7) 

                 

            

Equation (8) can be used when an AM system is utilizing reusable build material. For 

instance, in PBF systems the powder used in the build process can be reused several times. 

Similarly, in photo-polymerization systems, the liquid resin left in the vat after one build is reused 

in the next build.  

 

Figure 9. Reusable material in AM systems 

 

The reused material does not have the same value as the virgin material. Depending on the 

number of times material has been reused and its exposure to the source of power, its physical, 

chemical, and mechanical properties will change. Therefore, in these kinds of AM systems, 

feedstock or tank material cost should be revalued after each use. After the first run, vat, or 
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feedstock weight is reduced by an amount equal to the material used to build the part. Since in this 

type of AM process, tank or feedstock should be at full capacity (Vmax), an amount of virgin 

material (X) should be added to refill feeder or vat as shown in Figure 9. In these cases, the material 

cost rate (CM1) is calculated as a weighted average as:  

                                CM1 = 𝐶Mu + [(CM0 
_ 𝐶Mu) * (X/Vmax)]                                          (8)    

where:     

 

𝐶Mu = Cost rate of the remaining material ($/kg) 

CM0 = Cost rate of virgin material added ($/kg)  

X = Build material weight (kg) 

Vmax = Maximum material capacity of feeder or vat (kg) 

 

In cases where virgin material cannot be added, the material cost rate can be discounted 

based on its shelf life. If material reaches its expiration date it loses its properties. In some cases, 

to dispose the expired materials companies have to pay a disposal fee. Equation (9) accounts for 

the material shelf life and disposal cost in calculating the material cost rate (CM1) as:  

 

CM1 =
(CM0+ D)

SL
∗ Tb                        (9) 

where:   

CM0 = Cost rate of virgin material added ($/kg)  

D = Material disposal cost ($/kg) 

SL = Material shelf life (h) 

Tb = Built time (h) 

 

The second element in the processing activity is the machine cost. This cost accounts for the 

initial investment, maintenance cost, and salvage value. Also, both machine setup and the actual 

build times should be considered in calculating the cost. Typically, the AM machine is fully 
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utilized during these two periods and cannot be used for any other purpose. Therefore, for this cost 

element, Equation (10) accounts for the time required to set up and build as:  

                                           CMach=  
(CI+M−S)

T
 ∗ Tbs                                                        (10) 

where:   

CMach = Machine cost ($) 

CI= Machine purchase value ($) 

M = Machine maintenance cost ($)  

S = Salvage value ($) 

T = Useful life of the AM machine (h) 

Tbs = Time required to setup and build (h) 

 

Tasks performed by the operator during pre-processing and processing are different and 

require different skill sets. While the building process is fully automated in most AM systems, 

operators may be required to start the system, add or change material, or observe build 

performance. In this case, labor cost can be calculated based on the labor cost rate and the time 

spent on these activities as follows: 

                                     CL2 = O2 ∗ Tprocessing                                                                                  (11) 

where:   

CL2= Labor cost ($)  

O2 = Operator cost rate ($/h) 

Tprocessing   = Time required for doing tasks (h) 

 

The other cost that occurs during the processing activity is the cost of energy consumed by 

the AM system while building the part. Some systems consume high levels of energy which cannot 

be ignored. On the other hand, some may have a very low level of energy consumption. However, 

in any case, by knowing the energy consumption of the system in kilowatt-hours, energy cost can 

be estimated. It should be noted that this energy cost is only associated with the AM system and 
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any other energy consumed during processing activity is included in overhead cost. For example, 

the cost of electricity consumed to light up the facility should not be considered as part of this cost. 

Under these conditions, the energy cost is given by: 

 

                                       CE = E ∗ Tb ∗ ER                                                                (12) 

where:   

CE = Cost of energy consumed by the AM system ($) 

E = Energy consumed by AM system (Kw)  

Tb = Built time (h) 

ER = Energy cost rate ($/Kwh) 

 

The next element of the processing activity is process control. This element includes all 

activities undertaken to ensure the quality of the part as the AM system is building. Depending on 

the type of AM system and available resources, process control can be performed by either a 

process quality control technician or an automated process control device. If the control is 

performed automatically by an integrated device, the cost should have been considered as part of 

the machine cost in Equation (10). If a technician is monitoring the machine, this cost should be 

added to the labor cost in Equation (11).  

The overhead cost, indirect cost like administration, light, etc., has to be assigned 

proportionally to setup and build time (Tbs).  This overhead cost rate may differ from the rate 

charged during the pre-processing because processing is usually carried out on the shop floor. 

Thus, they can have different rates. Therefore, the overhead cost is calculated as:  

                                 COH2 = H2* Tbs                                                              (13) 

where:   

COH2 = Overhead cost ($) 

H2 = Overhead cost rate ($/h) 
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Tbs = Time required to setup and build (h) 

4.4 Post-processing Cost Calculations 

The last activity considered in this research is the post-processing. This activity begins 

right after all processing activities are completed. The costs associated with this activity include 

all materials, machines, labor, energy, inspection, and overhead required to complete post-

processing. As such, post-processing cost is obtained using the following equation: 

                Cpos = CMat3 + CMach3 + CL3+ CE3 + CT + COH3                                                              (14) 

where:   

CPost = post-processing cost ($) 

CMat3 = Material cost ($) 

CMach3 = Machine cost ($) 

CL3 = Labor cost ($)  

 CE3 = Energy cost ($) 

CT = Inspection cost ($) 

COH3 = Overhead cost ($) 

 

The first cost element of post-processing activity is material cost. Depending on the 

customer requirements, several materials may be needed. This may include the cost of chemicals 

or solutions used to clean the parts or dissolve support structures. Also, materials used for 

infiltration, plating, or painting the parts need to be taken into account. As such, this cost element 

is expressed as:  

 

                                           CMat3= ∑ Wi
n
1  * CMi                                                                     (15) 

where:   

CMat3= Cost of post-processing materials ($) 

Wi= Weight of the ith material i (kg) 

CMi= Cost rate of the ith material ($/kg) 
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i = 1, 2, …, n  

As mentioned earlier, to meet customer requirements, multiple machines with different 

capabilities might be needed. These may range from auxiliary systems and curing apparatus to 

surface treatment equipment and machining centers. Machine cost during post-processing should 

be determined based on the equipment needed and the time required to complete each operation. 

Most of these operations are performed at an assigned cost rate based on the initial investment and 

the useful life. As such, the machine cost during post-processing can be calculated as: 

 

                                     CMach3  =  ∑ Mj
m
1 ∗ Tj                                                                (16) 

where:   

Mj = Cost of utilizing machine j ($/h) = 
(Initial Cost+ Exp − salvage)

Useful life
  

Tj = Time machine j is used (h) 

j = 1, 2, …, m 

 

Post-processing activities can also be labor-intensive. The labor cost depends on the time 

an operator spends to complete each operation such as curing, infiltrating, matching, finishing, or 

painting the parts. Depending on how skilled an operator should be to successfully complete each 

task, different labor cost rates may need to be used. Accordingly, the labor cost during post-

processing is expressed as: 

CL3 = ∑ Tq
x
1  ∗ Oq                                                                                                     (17) 

where:   

Tq = Time required for operator q to complete the task (h) 

Oq = Operator q cost rate ($/h) 

q = 1, 2, …, x 

All of the post-processing equipment and machines utilize electric power. For example, 

some AM parts can only be removed from the build plate by using a wired Electrical Discharge 
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Machine (EDM) while others may require heat treatment in a furnace. Therefore, the cost of the 

energy consumed by these machines should be taken into consideration. Given the variety of 

equipment and machines that may be used, the energy cost during post-processing operations (CE) 

is expressed as:  

                                 CE3 = ∑ Ek
y
1 * Tbk * ERk                                                     (18) 

where:   

Ek= Energy consumed by the machine k (Kw)  

Tbk = Time machine k is used (h) 

ERk = Energy cost rate ($/Kwh) 

k = 1, 2, …, y 

 

The next cost element of post-processing is the testing cost. Testing can start after all the 

post-processing activities have been completed. In this step, the manufacturer needs to verify 

characteristics such as dimensional accuracy, surface finish, and mechanical properties before 

shipping the part to the customer. Testing is required for all AM systems regardless of which 

manufacturing technique is utilized. Based on agreements between manufacturer and customer, 

testing can be done on all parts or just some of them as samples. It is assumed that a representative 

sample of the build n < N is selected and tested. If the sample is accepted, the units are shipped to 

the customer, otherwise, the remaining parts (N-n) are tested, and nonconforming parts are 

repaired at an additional cost (B) per unit. If the cost of testing one unit is A and the probability of 

acceptance is Q, then the average testing cost (CT) can be estimated as: 

        If sampling inspection: 

           CT = Q * A * n + (1− Q) [(N − n) * A + p * N * B]                                             (19)  

where:   
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 Q = Probability that the sample is accepted 

A = Cost of testing one unit ($/unit) 

n = Number of units in the sample (unit)  

N = Total number of units  

 p = Probability of a nonconforming unit 

 B = Cost to repair or replace a single unit ($/unit)    

   If 100% inspection:    

CT = A * N + [p* N* B]                                                            (20) 

The last cost element in post-processing is the overhead cost. Again, the post-processing 

overhead rate may differ from the rates charged during the pre-processing because these tasks can 

be carried out in a different facility or location. Therefore, overhead cost (COH3) can be calculated 

as:   

                                      COH3 = H3* Tpost                                                                    (21) 

where:   

H3 = Overhead cost rate ($/h)  

Tpost = post-processing time (h) 

 

4.5 Illustrative Example 

In order to evaluate the applicability of the proposed comprehensive cost model in this 

research, an illustrative example is provided. For this example, quantity of eight parts with 

identical weight, shape, size, and geometry were examined. The machine used for building these 

parts is an EOSINT M 280. It is a metal AM printer which uses Direct Metal Laser Sintering 

technology, as shown in Figure 10 (EOS, 2014).  
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Figure 10. EOSINT M 280 AM machine (EOS, 2014) 

 

Figure 11 shows the dimension and measurements for part printed for this example.  

 

To calculate the cost of manufacturing this part, two companies were contacted to work 

with. First, Shuttle Aerospace Inc. in Wichita, Kansas provided the data to calculate per-processing 

and post-processing cost. Second, the National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR), on the 

campus of Wichita State university (WSU), provided the data for processing activity. The 

summary of the data for each process from these two companies is shown in Tables 6 and 7. 
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Figure 11. Drawing of part printed for illustrative example from Shuttle Aerospace Inc 

 

Based on data from Shuttle Aerospace Inc. and by using equation (3), the labor cost is 

estimated as:       

CL1 = O1 ∗ Tprep   =   $50.69 

To calculate the overhead cost in the pre-processing activity, equation (4) is estimated as: 

COH1 = H1 * TPrep= $12.48 

The summation of equations (3) and (4) allow to estimate the pre-processing cost for 

eight units. Equation (2) results in the following estimate: 
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CPrep = CL1 + COH1 = $63.17 

 

Table 6. Pre-processing and post-processing cost estimation from Shuttle Aerospace Inc., 

Wichita, KS 

Preprocessing  

Abbreviation  Elements  Value  Unite 

N parts numbers 8 Units 

O1  operator cost rate  56.32 $/h  

T prep time required for prepare 0.9 h 

H1 overheads cost rate 13.87 $/h  

post-Processing 

Mj1 Vertical Saw 14 $/h  

Mj2 Honing Machine 14 $/h  

Mj3 Manual Deburring 0 $/h  

Tj1 the time machine j is used (Sawing time) 0.47 min 

Tj2 the time machine j is used (Honing time) 7 min 

Tj3 Deburring time 0.134 min 

Oq  operator cost rate  38.76 $/h  

T q time required for doing tasks  7.604 min /per unit  

Ek1 Energy consumed by the machine k- Energy for M1 2 Kw 

Ek2 Energy consumed by the machine k- Energy for M2 2.07 Kw 

Tbk time machine k is used  7.47 min 

ERk Energy cost rate  0.1048 $/kwh  

A Cost of testing one units  2.2 $/unit 

n number of units in the sample 8 Unite 

p probability of nonconforming unit 4% % 

B  the cost to repair or replace a single unit *178.55 $/unit 

H3 overheads cost rate 13.87 $/h  

Tpost  postprocessing time  1.38 h 
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Table 7. Processing cost estimation from National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR/WSU) 

Processing 

Abbreviation  Element Value  Unite 

W1 Build Material Weight  1.04 kg  

W2 Support Material Weight  0.16 kg  

CMV Cost Rate of Virgin Material  $80  $/kg  

X The Build Weight  1.20 kg  

Vmax  Max Material - Feeder 67.58 kg  

C1 Machine Purchase Value  700,000 $ 

M Machine Maintenance $62,000  S 

S Salvage  0 $ 

T Useful Life Machine  10 years 

Tbs Time Required to Setup and Build  72 h 

O2  Operator Cost Rate  40 $/h  

T Processing Time Required for Performing Tasks  4 h 

E Energy Consumed by AM System 5.5 kw 

Tb Build Time  71 h 

ER Energy Cost Rate  0.1048 $/kwh  

H2 Overhead Cost Rate - Production  6.14 $/h  

 

To estimate the processing cost the NIAR data has been utilized. Eight sample parts were 

built out of metal powder EOS Aluminum AlSi10Mg. This is an aluminum alloy in fine powder 

form which has been specially optimized for processing on the EOSINT M 280 with PSW 3.6 

and Original EOS Parameterset AlSi10Mg_Speed 1.0. EOS (2014). Since the EOSINT M 280 

system is a Powder Bed Fusion AM system and the material can be reused, Equation (8) is used 

to estimate material cost rate for first run as following: 

CM1 = 𝐶Mu + [(CM0 
_ 𝐶Mu) * (X/Vmax)] = 80.00 $/kg 

Since same material has been used to build both part and support structure, after 

estimation of material cost rate, equation (7) is applied to estimate estimated material cost for 

the eight parts built.                        

CMat = (W1 + W2) ∗ CM1 = $96.00 
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The Equation (10) estimated the EOSINT M 280 machine cost as: 

CMach=  
(CI+M−S)

T
 ∗ Tbs = $626.30 

To calculate the labor cost in the processing activity, equation (11) is used as: 
 

CL2 = O2 ∗ Tprocessing = $160.00 

 

Equation (12) estimated energy used by EOSINT M 280 machine during printing the 

parts:  

CE = E ∗ Tb ∗ ER = $40.92 

                                           

To calculate the overhead cost in the processing activity, equation (13) is estimated as: 

 

  

COH2 = H2*  Tbs = $442.08 

The summation of equations (7), (8), (10), (11), (12), and (13) allows the estimation of the 

processing cost for eight units. Equation (5) results in the following cost estimate: 

Cprocessing = CMat + CMach + CL2 + CE + CPC + COH2 =   $1,365.30 

 

Shuttle Aerospace Inc. data is used for the estimation of post-processing costs. Two 

machines have been used to complete the activity. The vertical saw and honing machine. Equation 

(16) estimated machine cost for this two equipment.   

CMach3  =  ∑ Mj ∗ Tj
m
1    = $13.86 

To calculate the labor cost in the post-processing activity, equation (17) is estimated as: 

 

CL3 = ∑ Tx
1 q ∗ Oq = $39.30 

Using Equation (18), energy cost was estimated based on energy consumption of the 

vertical saw and honing machine: 

CE3 = ∑ E
y
1 k * Tbk * ERk   = $0.21 
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Since, all eight units were fully inspected, equation (20) estimated testing cost as:  

CT = A * N + [p* N* B] = $74.74 

To calculate the overhead cost in the post-processing activity, Equation (21) is estimated 

as: 

COH3 = H3* Tpost = $19.20 

Summation of equations (16), (17), (18), (20), and (21) allows the estimation of the post-

processing cost for eight units. Equation (14) results in the following post-processing cost estimate: 

Cpos = CMat3 + CMach3 + CL3+ CE3 + CT + COH3 = $147.31 

Finally, after estimating cost for pre-processing, processing and post-processing for all 

eight units, the comprehensive cost model is used to estimate cost of per unit that build by AM 

system. Equation (1) estimates the overall cost of this part as: 

Total Cost = (1/N) * (Cperp + Cprocessing + Cpost) = $196.97 per unit 

Hance the cost methodology of this proposed research estimates that to build one part, 

manufacturer should allocate $196.97. This comprehensive cost estimate methodology can be 

utilized to estimate the cost of any additive manufacturing part.  
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CHAPTER 5 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this research, a comprehensive mathematical model to estimate the overall cost of 

manufacturing parts using Additive Manufacturing technology was proposed. Reviewing 

seventeen cost models developed between 1998 and 2019, showed that each of these models failed 

to include all necessary cost elements. None of reviewed models, accounted for cost of material 

depreciation, process control, final testing, and material used during post-processing. In addition, 

these models were developed to calculate cost of manufacturing for specific AM systems. As a 

result, none of these models were all inclusive. The comprehensive cost model proposed in this 

research is applicable to all seven different AM systems. 

In this research, the AM production is divided into three activities including pre-

processing, processing, and post-processing. Each of these activities consists of several cost 

elements. Pre-processing cost elements include the labor and overhead costs. Processing activity 

includes the material, machine, labor, energy, process control, and overhead costs. Material, 

machine, labor, energy, testing, and overhead costs are classified in the post-processing activity. 

Users have the option for removing any cost element, from the comprehensive cost model 

according to their specific AM system.  

 A mathematical methodology is proposed to enable manufacturers to calculate total cost 

of building a part using AM. To verify the applicability of this model, an illustrative example was 

also provided. In this real-world example, data from Shuttle Aerospace company and National 

Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR) are used. By using equations that developed in this 

research, it was calculated to print this part, manufacturer should allocate $196.97 to AM build 
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process. The part used in the illustrative example has simple geometry and using traditional 

manufacturing methods would cost less than one quarter of the estimated AM cost. These parts are 

not a good candidate for manufacturing with the AM technology. The part processing cost 

represented 86% of the total cost, of which 81% accounted for machine, overhead and energy. The 

material cost accounted for 7% only and labor cost accounted for about 12%. This example shows 

the ability of this model in providing the manufacturer with an accurate cost estimation in order to 

make better business decisions.   

5.2 Future Research   

Due to scope limitation, this study is still open to be investigated in more detail. Further 

research is necessary to address the following areas: 

• The proposed model accounted for the cost of utilizing any of the 7 AM processes. 

However, for hybrid AM systems, which is combined with CNC machining, and allows 

additive manufacturing and ‘subtractive’ machining to be performed in a single machine,   

here is a need to account for the cost of machining during part processing.  

• As new AM systems are developed, there will be a need to reexamine the cost elements 

and modify the proposed model accordingly.  
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